Subject: Not Cleanable--Not cleaned
Posted by Atropos907 on Fri, 21 Jan 2011 16:22:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
So as many of you may have encountered, sometimes there is an apparent dead-end when you
get a model uploaded that is "not cleanable" but you dont seem to be willing to make the sacrifice
needed to make it cleanable (bigger holes, split model in two, etc etc). Shapways is supposedly
considering making it an option to deliver a model without cleaning, though as I understand it this
mainly applies to Detail material as it uses a gel support material, where the rest are powder and
easily removed.
Kevin was kind enough to remove this model from the line and deliver it without cleaning. I
figured Id post a bit of my experience regarding this.
First, I love to paint these models and so I almost always order detail material as its easier to sand
smooth than SWF (by far) and prints fine detailing nicely, or at least better than SWF where fine
detail is often lost in the bumpy noise. Since the detail is so important to me, despite
Shapeways's best cleaning efforts I always have to trace out every bit of detail with a toothpick
and warm water to remove gell from the corners. Most likely wouldn't notice this gunk but I'm
picky about it.
When it arrived it was a comical block of gel that roughly resembled my model.
I was going to use a waterjet to clean it but figured, most wont have a waterjet handy so I should
stick to more conventional tools. I dont know the toxicity of this gell so I made sure to isolate from
any food dish items (as I did this in my sink over a small bucket to collect the waste). First I took a
toothpick and all over the model just stabbed straight in to hit solid model, then did little circles
with the toothpick. Then I often dipped in warm water and then started just scraping the model
with the toothpick to break off larger and then smaller chunks of gell. I also tried just useing my
finger to push into the gell but I recommend a small tool hard enough to penetrate the gell but soft
enough not to damage the model... toothpicks or small meat skewers seemed the best.
After most of the gell was removed I then soaked in hot soapy water, and treated it as a normal
model from shapeways. I just traced all of the details with the toothpick. Then I sanded it with 400
grit wet-dry, periodically dipping it in the water.
While a bit of a pain, for me it was worth getting the model I wanted. Total it took about 30
minutes to clean a 70mm long model, though I normally take 15 minutes to clean such a model
anyway.
I hope shapeways makes this an option as there are some models many of us don't want to
compromise on any more than we have to. If they do then information about the support material,
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like an MSDS would be useful. But as always be careful and be smart. (admitidly I didnt look for
an MSDS, I just treated it as low level toxic, dont ingest, touch face, or get in into wounds, and
wash hands after contact. Dont flush down drain. I filtered waste water through a cofee filter then
threw the filter and gell away. Possibly overkill...)
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Subject: Re: Not Cleanable--Not cleaned
Posted by Atropos907 on Fri, 21 Jan 2011 16:26:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
And SInce you may want to see an after image...
Thank you Kevin.
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Subject: Re: Not Cleanable--Not cleaned
Posted by stannum on Sat, 22 Jan 2011 02:01:10 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
Try http://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:iGOU8YtpNPAJ:h
ttps://www.maverick-solutions.com/attachment.asp%3Fid%3D70%2
6key%3DC54C3772-90F6-49B8-A3FD-E6E5DD2326CE+fullcure+705+msd
s&hl=en&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEEShWljv2jvpcw9gXNOrmvXF
2yAx93lDK4od_EaWWY128f4fJLVAn-EhDJRvRqLygAsWBVFmbfBm0B5xjqOQ
X28mGUiJg7p2BqbCo4Ux6blBwT6XkK1jZAbtnJoDm0urDECgMQeoF&si
g=AHIEtbTGumdGU6LhuM9YNZaTqT-o__dvpg
while we get something better, like a link to a real PDF (visiting the link provided by searching
"polymerized fullcure 705 msds" always ended in the front page of that maverick site..).
SW pages also lack the MSDS for black detail, only transparent and white have their respective
docs.
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Posted by Atropos907 on Sat, 22 Jan 2011 02:34:34 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
Much Thanks!
for those interested, the points I was most interested in and may be of interest to you...
Gell support material
NFPA Ratings: Health: 1 Fire: 1 Reactivity: 0
__Health 1 fire 1.. so not much of a problem, just use common sense.
many everyday items like soap are more dangerous. for instance this is dawn dishsoap
Health: 2 Flammability: 2 Physical hazard: 0
Hazard Scale: 0 = Minimal 1 = Slight 2 = Moderate 3 = Serious 4 = Severe
Carcinogenicity
A: General Product Information
No information available for product.
B: Component Carcinogenicity
None of this product's components are listed by ACGIH, IARC, OSHA, NIOSH, or NTP.
Disposal Instructions
Consult with Local, State, or Federal Regulatory agencies for advice regarding recycling or
environmentally sound
disposal of this product. Ordinarily, disposal as normal office waste will be acceptable.
See Section 7 for Handling Procedures. See Section 8 for Personal Protective Equipment
recommendations.
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